SIGNATURE STYLE. VERSATILE SELECTION.
CALLING ALL STAR PERFORMERS

Every great performer requires a stage, and office work is no different. Set the scene for a high performance workplace with Valido. An extra thick 1½” worksurface creates a foundation for success and is highlighted by a distinctive ribbon edge detail. In fact, it’s all about the details with this collection. Impeccable design. Extensive layouts. Versatile storage. Valido’s selection and style come together to form a workplace worthy of applause.

Shown with Nucleus® and Flock® seating. Inspired by Diplomat palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Shown with Ignition seating. Inspired by Galaxy palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes

Shown with Ignition seating. Inspired by Campfire palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes
Every business likes to stretch the budget. But if saving money comes at the cost of productivity or comfort, you’re only losing flexibility. Valido makes your dollar go farther with desks and storage that are priced to sell and built to last. The scratch-, spill- and stain-resistant high-pressure laminate looks and performs like real hardwood. Each component combines to form a variety of layouts, making it ready to grow when you are. Whether opening a new office or taking one to the next level, Valido offers more bang for your buck.
OPTIONS GALORE

We all have our favorite way of working. Some prefer collaboration. Others value focus. If you’re looking for a desk collection that supports everyone and every space, here’s the solution. Valido will help you customize layouts that reflect everyone’s personal work style. Larger storage combinations. Smaller file sizes. Countless layout designs. Valido gives you more to work with, even when working with less space.
LET’S GET PERSONAL

Customizing a workstation is about more than selecting a desk. After all, nothing is more personal than storage. It’s where you secure sensitive items. Stash personal belongings. Stow office supplies. From narrow pedestals that make the most of smaller spaces to multi files that maximize options, Valido gives everyone exactly what they need to be productive.

**BOX/FILE HANGING PEDESTAL**
Get off the floor and into a more organized work space with this ¾ pedestal that hangs from the desk.

**NARROW BOX/BOX/FILE PEDESTAL**
Everyone loves leg room, especially those in 5’x8’ and 5’x5’ layouts, and this pedestal delivers it in a big way.

**BOX/BOX/FILE PEDESTAL**
This classic pedestal design offers plenty of space for everything.

**FILE/FILE PEDESTAL**
Double up the filing capacity with this proven performer.

**LATERAL FILE PEDESTAL**
Keep thinking inside the box — and stay neatly organized — with a two-drawer lateral file.

**MULTI FILE PEDESTAL**
For those who want it all, this is the all-in-one pedestal that organizes everything.

**CABINET PEDESTAL**
Keep larger items out of the way, but always close at hand with this two-door cabinet.

**MOBILE SHELF BOX FILE PEDESTAL**
This mobile pedestal on casters puts everything you need right where you need it.
CONQUER CONFORMITY

Even when aspiring to create a uniform look throughout your space, you still want options. Valido’s flawless craftsmanship and signature styling help you achieve any desired aesthetic. Scratch-, spill- and stain-resistant laminates. Precision-matched edges. Two-tone finish combinations. Valido is all about customization.

LAMINATES

Natural Maple  Harvest  Pinnacle  Bourbon Cherry  Cognac  Shaker Cherry  Mahogany  Mocha
Silver Mesh  Sheer Mesh  Desert Zephyr  Grey Tigris  Canyon Zephyr  Brilliant White  Charcoal  Black

HANDLE ACCESSORY OPTIONS*

Sweep  Crescent  Linear  Arch

* Handles are available in multiple finishes.
DESKS

- Double Full Pedestal Desk, Bow Top
- Double ½ Pedestal Desk, Bow Top
- Single Full Pedestal Desk, Bow Top
- Single ¼ Pedestal Desk, Bow Top
- Single Pedestal Desk, Bow Top
- Double Full Pedestal Desk, Rectangular Top
- Double ½ Pedestal Desk, Rectangular Top
- Single Full Pedestal Desk, Rectangular Top
- Single ¾ Pedestal Desk, Rectangular Top
- Single Pedestal Desk, Rectangular Top
- Small Office Desk
- Desk Shell, Bow Top
- Pedestals designed specifically for use with desks, credenzas and return shells only.

MODULAR PEDESTALS

- Box/Box/File Pedestals
- File/File Pedestals
- Pencil/Media/File Pedestal
- Narrow Box/Box/File Pedestal
- Box/File Pedestal
- Lateral File Pedestal
- Multi-File Pedestal
- Cabinet Pedestal
- CPU Storage Pedestal
- Mobile Printer/Fax Cart
- Pedestals designed specifically for use with desks, credenzas and return shells only.
STORAGE

- Stack-on Storage W/Frosted Doors
- Stack-on Storage W/Laminate Doors
- Back Enclosures For Stack-on Storage
- Tackboards For Back Enclosures
- Wall-Mounted Storage Cabinets
- Stack-on Storage For Corner Unit

- Storage Cabinets
- Mobile Pedestal, Box/File
- Mobile Pedestal, Shelf/Box/File
- Mobile Pedestal, Pencil/Media/File
- Mobile Pedestal, Box/Box/File
- Mobile Pedestal, File/File

- Lateral File, 4-Drawer
- Lateral File, 3-Drawer
- Lateral Files, 2-Drawer
- Storage Cabinets W/Doors
- Bookcase Hutch
- End Cap Bookshelf, 67”H
- End Cap Bookshelf, 37½”H

- End Cap Bookshelf, 29½”H
- 5-Shelf Bookcase
- 4-Shelf Bookcase
- 3-Shelf Bookcase
- 2-Shelf Bookcase

ACCESSORIES

- Reception Desk And Return Shells
- Reception Stations
- Center Drawers
- Keyboard Platforms
- Single Monitor Arm
- Dual Monitor Arm
- Field-Installable Grommet

- Power Hub For 3” Round Grommet
- Black Removable Lock Core Kits
- Tasklight
- Field-Installable Linear Handles
- Field-Installable Arch Handles
- Field-Installable Sweep Handles
- Field-Installable Crescent Handles
BEETTER TOGETHER

Looking for a few more ways to make Valido work harder for you? How about built-in grommets that cleanly route cords. Paper management trays that keep your piles within reach. Modesty panels that help maintain your privacy. These workplace tools are anything but afterthoughts, they are essentials.